Introduction

Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) is an abundant serum protein synthesized in the liver (1) and secreted into the blood. The classic form of AAT deficiency is defined as individuals who are homozygous for the mutant Z allele AAT variant. This classic form of AAT deficiency is referred to as the ZZ, or “PiZZ” in World Health Organization nomenclature, and accounts for the majority of AAT-associated liver disease. However, in certain circumstances, compound heterozygotes with only one Z allele are implicated in liver disease. The SZ genotype is by far the most common compound heterozygote associated with increased risk of liver disease. The wild type AAT protein referred to as M type is normally synthesized in the hepatocyte and rapidly excreted by the endoplasmic reticulum in large quantities. In contrast, the Z variant inefficiently folds into its final conformation thereby resulting in 85% retention as large protein polymers in the hepatocytes through endogenous protein quality control pathways (1,2). Accumulation of the Z variant of AAT protein in liver cells triggers an intracellular injury cascade that may result in chronic liver disease, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (1,2). There is likely an important role for genetic and
environmental modifiers because the clinical course among this group of patients is highly variable.

It is particularly important to consider genetic and environmental modifiers when examining the clinical course of children with AAT deficiency. Multiple European and North American birth screening studies indicate the majority of ZZ children are undiagnosed and remain well. However, a small number of ZZ neonates develop cholestatic hepatitis, which is commonly referred to as the “neonatal hepatitis syndrome”. This is characterized by elevated conjugated bilirubin in the serum with variable elevations of serum alanine transaminase (ALT) and aspartate transaminase (AST). In European and North American medical systems, these infants are typically diagnosed efficiently and the majority will spontaneously improve. However, some exhibit severe complications of liver disease with a variable progression to cirrhosis, portal hypertension, and liver failure from pre-school through early adulthood (3). Some ZZ infants who did not exhibit neonatal cholestasis will also develop liver failure later in childhood. The factors that influence this highly variable disease progression in this population are still unknown; however, several new studies are producing data that may contribute to our understanding of this progression. There is no specific treatment for AAT deficiency; however, if a child develops life-threatening liver failure, liver transplantation has been highly successful with excellent results.

Clinical presentation

AAT deficiency is associated with a variety of clinical presentations in the neonatal period (1,4-7). The most common presentation is the “neonatal hepatitis syndrome”, sometimes referred to as “neonatal cholestasis” or “cholestatic hepatitis”. The clinical spectrum varies from a well-appearing, but irritable, neonate to ill-appearing and tachycardic. The neonatal liver responds to a variety of insults with a stereotypical pattern of hepatitis that is detected on physical exam as jaundice, scleral icterus, and variable degrees of hepatosplenomegaly. The laboratory workup is also non-specific. Liver tests may demonstrate ALT and AST elevations ranging from slightly above normal to more than a ten-fold elevation, while the gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT) may be normal or high. Typically, the total serum bilirubin is elevated, most notably with a high conjugated (“direct”) fraction. The CBC may be normal or with have non-specific and variable changes. The differential diagnosis of this syndrome is very broad with more than a 100 potential conditions to consider, including congenital anomalies, acquired congenital infections and inborn errors of metabolism. Extrahepatic biliary atresia is relatively rare but extremely important etiology of neonatal hepatitis syndrome to identify, and thus is commonly investigated. Of note, in Caucasian populations particularly with northern European heritage, AAT deficiency is one of the more common causes of neonatal hepatitis syndrome.

After a diagnosis of neonatal hepatitis (“neonatal cholestasis”) is established the neonate is commonly referred to a pediatric gastroenterologist or hepatologist for further evaluation. In the United States and Europe, if initial screens for perinatal infection and congenital anomalies are unremarkable, specific testing for AAT deficiency is generally performed (7,8). After a diagnosis of AAT deficiency is established, the patient’s family is given extensive education, provided genetic counseling and offered genetic testing of family members. A liver biopsy is not required for the diagnosis of AAT deficiency, but may be indicated depending on the clinical scenario. However, liver biopsy alone may not reliably differentiate the various causes of cholestatic liver diseases of infancy. Findings of liver biopsy in ZZ infants include giant cell transformation, significant steatosis, lobular hepatitis, fibrosis, hepatocellular necrosis, bile duct paucity, or bile duct proliferation (Figure 1A) (4,5,9). Under conventional hematoxylin and eosin (HE) stains, eosinophilic inclusions are seen in some but not all hepatocytes, and referred to as “globules”. These structures represent dilated ER membranes engorged with polymerized AAT mutant Z protein (Figure 1B) (10). Globules are more easily identified after using the histological stain periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) followed by digestion with diastase as this combination results in red glycoproteins on a neutral background. Normal liver cells do not usually contain accumulations of PAS-positive material. It is important to note that globules are also not present in all hepatocytes and can be absent in the first few weeks of life. Moreover, similar eosinophilic inclusions can be seen in other diseases and therefore the diagnosis should not depend on the liver biopsy alone.

AAT deficiency is most common in individuals with European heritage. A landmark newborn screening study undertaken in Sweden in the early 1970s produced important information about this disease. In the study 127 infants with the ZZ variant were identified following an unbiased birth screening of over 200,000 Swedish neonates.
Figure 1 Human ZZ liver stained with HE (A) and PAS followed by digestion with diastase (B). (A) demonstrates significant steatosis seen in the ZZ liver; (B) depicts eosinophilic inclusions referred to as globules, indicated by black arrows, which appear red on a neutral background after applying. Normal liver cells do not contain accumulations of PAS-positive material. HE, hematoxylin and eosin; PAS, periodic acid-Schiff. 

Figure 2 Outcomes of the Swedish Newborn Screening Program (7,29,30). Figure 2 demonstrates the condensed outcomes of 127 ZZ neonates that were identified after an unbiased newborn screen of over 200,000 Swedish neonates. Of those identified, the majority of the ZZ infants were healthy in the neonatal period and without the unbiased newborn screen, this group would have likely remained undiagnosed. Moreover, only 16% of neonates exhibited neonatal cholestasis. Of those, approximately 3% developed severe disease including severe fibrosis, liver failure, and death. The majority of the cohort at 18 years of age, including most of the neonatal cholestasis group, demonstrated unremarkable laboratory exams and pulmonary function tests. Follow up since that time has been published but has not been as stringent or as complete as the original report. ALT, alanine transaminase.
However, it is unclear if the same results would hold true in a more heterogeneous population associated with a different set of modifier genes, such as the United Kingdom or North America (12). This is because many retrospective reports of ZZ children from the US and other parts of Europe, such as the French cohort of Ruiz and colleagues, have described a small number of children who progressed to severe disease later in childhood, including as teenagers, and some who developed severe disease who did not exhibit neonatal cholestasis (13). Both of these group observations are absent from the Swedish cohort. It is possible that there are genetic differences in these populations, or that these events in later childhood are less common than 1 in 127 (2). Other rare symptomatic presentations in infants, excluding neonatal cholestasis, include vitamin K deficiency coagulopathy, poor feeding, failure to thrive, GI bleeding, and acute liver failure. These rarely reported presentations were also absent in the Swedish study cohort.

The presentation of older children with AAT deficiency is also highly variable, and may be incidentally identified on screening bloodwork or with signs or symptoms of liver disease, including feeding difficulties, failure to thrive, or asymptomatic hepatosplenomegaly identified on routine exams. Rarely, some children may even acutely develop symptoms or signs of portal hypertension with GI bleeding, thrombocytopenia, or other signs of acute liver failure. Commonly, well-appearing ZZ children have isolated mild, but persistent, elevations of ALT over many years with no other evidence of liver damage. While not commonly required, liver biopsy in older children is also usually remarkable for large globules in periportal hepatocytes, with mild microvesicular steatosis, and mild lobular inflammation. Children with previous neonatal hepatitis, who have spontaneously recovered, will sometimes develop severe liver disease later in the first or second decade of life with compensated, but stable cirrhosis with portal hypertension (5,14-16). If these children are closely monitored and avoid GI bleeding and other complications, their chronic disease may not progress to liver failure for years to decades. New onset, severe liver disease in young and middle aged ZZ adults is uncommon (6,11,17,18). However, the risk of severe liver disease and cirrhosis increases with age in later adulthood. The lifetime risk of cirrhosis maybe as high as 40% (17). Adults may also have chronic hepatitis or more rarely, develop HCC (17).

### Pathophysiology of AAT ZZ liver disease

The understanding of liver injury in AAT deficiency is ongoing as the consequences of ZZ protein accumulation are wide-ranging, not entirely understood, and a full discussion is out of the scope of this article. Early studies conducted by Perlmutter and colleagues examined the clearance of mutant Z protein in patient tissue and found that reduced intracellular clearance of mutant Z protein correlated with life-threatening liver disease (19). These findings supported the hypothesis that accumulation of the mutant Z protein in the liver was the key trigger of liver injury.

The hepatocyte uses a variety of proteolytic processes to reduce Z protein burden, including ubiquitin-dependent and ubiquitin-independent proteasomal pathways as well as ER-associated degradation (ERAD) (20). Additionally, autophagy is an intracellular degradation pathway that was also identified as playing an important role in compensating for the accumulation of misfolded mutant Z proteins. ERAD is thought to be the primary route for degradation of AAT mutant Z molecules. Studies of human fibroblast cells derived from ZZ homozygous patients suggest that patients susceptible to liver disease have less efficient ERAD of AAT mutant Z protein than ZZ patients not affected by liver disease (21,22).

Liver biopsy of ZZ patients show varied accumulation of AAT mutant Z protein among individual hepatocytes. Recent studies suggest cellular injury cascade resulting in increased susceptibility to apoptosis is triggered within a small subset of hepatocytes with the highest accumulation of mutant Z protein (1,23). The result is low but slightly increased rate of hepatocyte death in ZZ liver tissue compared to normal tissue. In order to maintain functional liver mass, the cells with lower polymer accumulation proliferate. With time the continued stress, death, and repair of hepatocytes results in liver fibrosis, cirrhosis, and HCC.

### Diagnosis

The gold standard for diagnosis of AAT deficiency is analysis of the “AAT protein phenotype” in patient serum (an isoelectric focusing protein gel), or genotype (PCR of genomic DNA, usually leukocytes, to detect mutant
alleles) (1). If the protein phenotype test is performed, then the genotype is inferred from the result. Liver biopsy is not required for the diagnosis. Phenotype gel analysis requires sophisticated technical attention and is best performed in an experienced reference laboratory. Some centers use serum AAT level as a screening test and pursue the gold standard test if results are outside the normal range. It is important to note that AAT is an acute phase reactant and thus ZZ patients may have increases in serum AAT during active inflammatory episodes. Therefore, clinicians should be cautious when interpreting an isolated AAT level. Theoretically, ZZ patients cannot produce AAT levels in normal to near normal range; however, the author's anecdotal experience suggests that SZ patients with active liver disease and inflammation occasionally have AAT levels in normal range. Neonates appear to have higher serum AAT levels that will then rapidly decrease over the first few months of life. However, this fact may not be reflected in the reference range of many laboratories. Moreover, clinicians should avoid obtaining serum AAT levels or phenotype tests if the patient recently received any plasma transfusion because the results may reflect the donor plasma rather than the patient's status. Similarly, this concept may be applied to patients with emphysema who regularly receive protein replacement for AT. In these scenarios, liver biopsy may be a very helpful tool to assess the degree and extent of liver injury as well as fibrosis. Liver biopsy still remains the gold standard test for that determination.

**Prognosis and management**

Many authorities propose frequent close monitoring of ZZ patients, or at least annually, for possible progression of liver disease (4). Clinicians familiar with liver disease signs and management of potential complications should perform these evaluations. The rationale for annual monitoring is the extremely unpredictable progression of AAT liver disease. Routine evaluation should consist of a history and physical exam with particular attention paid to presence of hepatosplenomegaly, laboratory studies including white blood cell (WBC) count, platelet count, ALT, AST, alkaline phosphatase, bilirubin, total protein, albumin, and international normalized ratio (INR). Worse outcomes are loosely associated with elevated AST and ALT; however, progression of disease is so variable that it is not predictive in individual patients. Some data indicates GGT elevation may be an especially sensitive indicator of liver disease, and may be particularly ominous if it is very highly elevated in the first few years of life. Yet, despite the fact that patients with neonatal cholestasis as their initial presentation of AAT deficiency (as described above) are statistically associated with a higher risk of severe disease, most will do well. Of note, the absence of a history of neonatal cholestasis does not rule out the possibility of progression to cirrhosis and liver failure (13).

In all patients with chronic liver disease, including AAT deficiency, the presence of thrombocytopenia, worsening granulocytopenia, rising liver enzymes and bilirubin, and coagulopathy are very concerning as these findings suggest disease progression. However, life-threatening cirrhosis and portal hypertension can present with relatively unremarkable liver function studies. Therefore, clinicians should not be overly reassured by normal liver laboratory results and always maintain a high index of suspicion for the possibility of silent cirrhosis. In adults, male sex is associated with more severe liver disease, but this is less of a predictor for children. The degradation of the mutant Z protein in cells from children with severe liver disease is less efficient in those with no liver disease (19,21). Additionally, new data suggests specialized analyses of Z protein in serum may assist predicting liver disease in children. However, these investigational reports have yet to be incorporated into routine clinical laboratory testing.

As an adjunct to physical examination, clinicians should also obtain a baseline liver and hepatobiliary ultrasound to evaluate general hepatobiliary health as well as liver and spleen sizes. According to American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) guidelines, liver ultrasound should be performed every 6 months for detection of HCC for patients at >2% per year risk of HCC (24). However, there is a lack of good predictive data to evaluate the risk of developing HCC in patients with AAT deficiency. Therefore, guidelines for performing routine ultrasound assessments for HCC applies only to patients with AAT deficiency and evidence of portal hypertension, cirrhosis and abnormal laboratory findings with persistently elevated liver enzymes and other liver function tests mentioned above.

At present, there is no specific treatment for AAT deficiency induced liver disease. Treatment for progressive liver injury is supportive, including attention to adequate nutrition, prevention of rickets, and early recognition and treatment of coagulopathy. Clinicians should recognize and manage complications such as portal gastropathy, variceal bleeding and ascites. Commonly, children and adults with AAT-related liver cirrhosis remain clinically stable and
live relatively unaffected lives for many years. Moreover, available data indicates that children with cirrhosis usually have normal growth, development, and anthropometric measurements. With this in mind, it is still critical to identify patients with portal hypertension and cirrhosis early so they can be appropriately counseled and monitored. Such patients should be cautioned against splenic injury from intense contact sports, advised to abstain from alcohol consumption, and should be nutritionally supplemented with fat-soluble vitamins. Additionally, patients should be surveyed for esophageal or gastric variceal bleeding and advised to avoid non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) as these medications can result in precipitation of severe, life-threatening variceal bleeding, even in well compensated patients with otherwise minimal symptoms of liver injury.

Patients with cirrhosis of any cause are routinely cautioned against the use of NSAIDs. However, animal model studies of AAT deficiency suggest that, even in the absence of liver cirrhosis, NSAIDs could be specifically more toxic to the ZZ liver. NSAIDs, which block prostaglandin inhibition, are predicted to increase AAT synthesis, and potentially increase misfolded AAT protein accumulation (1). Similarly, as an acute phase reactant protein, the increased synthesis of AAT in the presence of active inflammation is also believed to increase the quantity of misfolded AAT proteins and subsequently increase risk of liver damage. Therefore, NSAID use contributes to a cycle that potentially augments the progression of liver injury. The pattern of increased liver injury associated with NSAIDs in the ZZ liver has thus far only been reported in animal models, and has not been tested in humans. However, even normal doses of NSAIDs are still believed to be more toxic to ZZ liver patients than standard doses of acetaminophen. Although high doses of acetaminophen may also injure any liver, including ZZ phenotypes, many authorities favor moderate dosing of acetaminophen for treatment of pain or fever and suggest avoiding NSAIDs entirely. There is minimal data that supports recommendations to avoid alcohol consumption in patients with ZZ phenotype AAT deficiency without any evidence of liver damage. According to AASLD guidelines for adults with hepatitis C virus and without any evidence of liver damage, up to three alcoholic drinks per week may be considered safe. It is not known whether this fact is directly applicable to AAT patients.

All AAT deficiency patients are strongly advised to avoid cigarette smoke and other irritant inhalation exposures, regardless of presence of liver and/or lung disease. Studies suggest that exposure to even secondhand smoke and environmental air pollutants in childhood are considered as a very important risk factor for development of adult emphysema associated with AAT deficiency (6,25,26). For these reasons, even in patients who seek medical attention primarily for liver disease, ZZ patients and their household contacts are strongly cautioned against smoking. Studies have concluded that AAT deficiency-associated ZZ children do not usually develop clinically significant or detectable emphysema but they may be at risk of developing childhood asthma and may encounter a variety of respiratory symptoms (27,28). Commonly, ZZ patients are referred to an adult pulmonologist for baseline evaluation at 18 years of age. If a patient develops any other respiratory symptoms or asthma prior to 18 years, an early referral for pulmonary evaluation may be warranted.

There is ongoing development of novel approaches to management of ZZ patients that focus on mitigating the inflammatory cascade triggered by ZZ accumulation. For example, the development of RNA inhibition technology that interrupts Z protein production in PiZZ mouse model resulted in elimination of liver injury and the return of the liver to wild type health (29). Currently, two phase II trials of siRNA-based drugs, to eliminate Z protein production and thereby eliminate liver damage, are also enrolling. Moreover, the development of chemical chaperones that improve proper protein folding or augment secretion of AAT mutant Z have been a longstanding focus of therapeutic intervention. The primary barrier identified to chaperone therapy is the sheer mass of AAT protein synthesized daily because, assuming there is 1-to-1 binding stoichiometry between chaperone and protein, a huge mass of chaperone would have to be delivered to the ER of hepatocytes. Nevertheless, studies are promising and have identified compounds that promote secretion of AAT mutant Z. Currently, there is a human phase II trials of new small molecule chaperones led by Vertex Corporation have now begun, which could theoretically benefit both the lungs and the liver. Finally, there have been many studies that examined methods to accelerate the degradation of mutant Z protein. Studies have demonstrated augmentation of autophagy in hepatocytes results in decreased misfolded mutant Z protein in both cell culture and mouse models (1,2,30). In model systems, a regimen of carbamazepine, sirolimus, and a bile acid or ursodeoxycholic acid, combined with a genetic approach to augment expression of key autophagy regulators, resulted in enhanced autophagy.
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Thus, reduced accumulation of the mutant Z protein and decreased liver cell injury. A human trial of low-dose carbamazepine in ZZ patients with cirrhosis was performed but results are yet to be reported.

**Liver transplant and outcome in AAT deficiency**

Liver transplantation is not a common outcome in children with AAT deficiency, but it is unavoidable in some patients. Data from the French pediatric cohort suggests that only about 10% of subjects received a liver transplant with a mean follow up of 4.7 years. However, data from a recently reported US cohort had a greater proportion of pediatric patients listed for liver transplantation, but that group was more focused on tertiary care and the experience of centers with active liver transplant programs (2).

Liver transplantation is considered when progressive liver failure begins to limit the child's growth, development, activities of daily life, or when complications such as portal hypertension with variceal bleeding or hepatic encephalopathy become more frequent, and in cases of fulminant liver failure. Regardless of their age at diagnosis or initial presentation, any child with AAT deficiency is at risk, albeit low, for progression to liver failure or cirrhosis. Therefore, regular follow up is indicated for all children with AAT deficiency to monitor for progressive liver disease or decompensation. The child should be referred to a liver transplantation center if there is evidence of progressive liver injury or fibrosis, including undernutrition, progressive splenomegaly, hard hepatomegaly, ascites, encephalopathy, GI bleeding, coagulopathy, thrombocytopenia, and elevated bilirubin. Due to the slowly progressive nature that characterizes this disease, it is common for many children with AAT deficiency to be referred for transplantation consideration, but many experience a significant delay in listing or progression to actual transplantation.

The specifics of listing for transplantation and allocation mechanisms for organs vary by country. United Network for Organ Sharing, a not-for-profit, non-governmental organization, manages the organ allocation system in the US. This organization utilizes the Pediatric End-Stage Liver Disease (PELD) scoring system to prioritize children for organs who are at risk for death in the next 3–6 months. This is within the constraints of body size and blood type compatibility. The PELD score consists of an empiric formula of patient characteristics that was originally derived from previous studies of the liver transplant waiting list database. Since most of the patient data in the original database came from patients with biliary atresia, the PELD system has generally been successful for allocating livers to children with this disease. However, this has led to criticism of this system for potentially contributing to delays in transplantation for more rare conditions, such as AAT deficiency. Some centers also increase the flexibility of organ assignment by offering living donor transplants, in which the left lateral segment can be resected from an adult to an infant, or larger portions resected for larger recipients (25). Another transplantation option includes splitting a cadaveric donor liver assigned to an adult, with the left lateral segment allocated to a child recipient. The specifics for transplantation and allocation mechanisms are highly variable among European countries. Some countries participate in a multi-national cooperative that share organs and expertise while others use a modification of the PELD scoring system. Another model seen in Europe focuses all transplants on one or two highly experienced and supported centers, which are often given control over recipient allocation at the local level. In reports from the past 25 years, pediatric liver transplant outcomes in children with AAT deficiency have repeatedly been reported as excellent, and often above average when compared to other diseases (3,26). One-year survival rates are approximately 90%, or greater, with more than an 83% 5-year survival (27).

**Heterozygotes and other genotypes**

It is reasonably well accepted that compound heterozygotes for S and Z alleles of AAT (SZ) may develop progressive liver disease similar to ZZ patients (e.g., PAS-positive globules resistant to diastase digestion). However, due to the lack of specific evidence-based studies the risk of disease in SZ patients is not well defined. The S allele is commonly found in North America and Western Europe, particularly among the populations of Portugal and Spain. Studies have demonstrated that mutant S protein can only heteropolymerize within the cell if it is co-expressed with another mutant Z protein. Thus, this fact may explain why progressive liver injury occurs in SZ patients while liver disease is absent in SS individuals (6,21,23). Therefore, it is reasonable for clinicians to evaluate and monitor SZ children in a pattern identical to ZZ patients.

Individuals carrying one normal M allele and one mutant Z allele (AAT heterozygotes ‘PiMZ’ or ‘MZ’ carriers) represent 2% of Caucasian populations, and are generally considered healthy in regards to lung and liver
disease (6). However, several retrospective studies with data from referral centers show a 3- to 5-fold increased over-representation of MZ cohort of patients in groups with chronic liver conditions (e.g., cryptogenic cirrhosis or in association with concurrent viral hepatitis) (6,14). A reasonable and widely accepted explanation for this finding is that the MZ heterozygote state likely represents a genetic modifier of other liver diseases. Overall, MZ children appear to be healthy and the MZ phenotype in adults is not accepted as the etiology of otherwise unexplained liver disease without a detailed and extensive liver evaluation. No special health care or screening assessments is indicated for MZ individuals, above that for the general population.

**Summary**

At present, no country includes Homozygous ZZ AAT deficiency on the newborn screen and most such children are well and remain undiagnosed. However, a minority of ZZ neonates present with neonatal cholestasis and are subsequently diagnosed with AAT deficiency. Still others are diagnosed later in childhood with evidence of liver disease or as a result of family testing. Some ZZ children may have systemic symptoms and signs, such as poor growth, and may exhibit mild-to-moderate evidence of liver dysfunction. Infrequently, ZZ children develop progressive liver fibrosis, cirrhosis, and liver failure. At present, there is no specific treatment for AAT deficiency and patients are typically managed by addressing liver disease complications. Rarely, disease progression necessitates liver transplantation with excellent results in comparison to other diagnoses. All children diagnosed with AAT deficiency should be followed carefully. Both patients and their families should be cautioned to avoid smoking, counseled in other good health practices, and offered genetic counseling as well as family testing.
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